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Non-household 2 persons sailing  
In line with guidance from the UK Government and the RYA, TBSC are now providing guidelines 
on casual sailing and cruising with others from different households. If you are considering 
sailing with other non-household members, then please adhere to the guidance below. At this 
time, we will not be permitting non household crews to take part in formal racing - as the act 
of racing itself is likely to impact adversely in managing these guidelines. These notes are 
suitable for catamarans and larger dinghies only.  

Guidance notes:  

1. Always ensure you are observing the current government guidelines on controlling the 
Covid-19 virus 

2. Do both members feel Covid safe sailing with each other? If you need to feel safer, then 
please wear face coverings. 

3. Are your sailing abilities easily able to cope with the weather and in particular wind 
gusts? If you aren’t sure, then stay on land. It’s better to be safe on land looking out 
to sea rather than unsafe in water looking back at land! Our recommendation is that 
anything above a force 4 (18mph) as forecast or actual (this may be less if an easterly 
or northerly) should be the limit for considering non household sailing.   

4. Have a plan before you start to rig. Who does what e.g.: - 
● can the helm rig and only touch the parts of the boat they will control and 

same for the crew?  
● Can you hoist the sails whilst maintaining 2mtrs apart?  

5. Place tape at ½ metre intervals on the deck if it helps to gauge distances. 
6. Can you launch unaided and still stay 2mtrs apart? 
7. Plan where each are sitting on the boat before you set off. 
8. The RYA consider the risk is lower while on the water, however you should aim to be 

at least 1m apart when sailing by using the tape marking and then only be less than 
½ metre apart for seconds (when changing course for example) not minutes. 

9. No shouting, sit on the same side of the boat facing the same direction where 
possible or on diagonally opposite of the other side of the boat or hull. 

10. Plan how you will tack and gybe before you actually commit.  
11. If trapezing plan how you will land back onboard maintaining social distancing  
12. Before you come into land, plan who goes where and does what and resist help  
13. The landing and derigging are your responsibility. Ensure you have a plan to make 

sure you social distance as much as practicable during landing and derigging.  
14. Never block the promenade to derig, and mask up if you feel safer to do so. 

We will regularly review the guidelines and may amend our guidance at short notice. 

Thank you for doing your part to ensure TBSC are able to continue to provide sailing 
activities to members during this challenging time. 

Enjoy your sailing and stay safe, cautious and conservative 


